Neurostimulation and neuromodulation: a guide to selecting the right urologic patient.
Sensory input has an important influence on the integrity of neural circuitry. Central nervous system circuitry is programmed and reinforced by everyday experience. Even the simplest of behaviors participate in this process. A balance between inhibition and facilitation must be maintained for the CNS to function normally. For example, the bladder stores urine because of the inhibition from a closed sphincter, and relaxation of the sphincter disinhibits the bladder to permit voiding. This synergistic 'seesaw' in reflex neural activity preserves the functional and anatomical integrity of the lower urinary tract. Dysfunction and anatomical change results when an unnatural bias develops between inhibitory and facilitatory neural activity. Neurostimulation has an inherent conditioning effect on neural excitability and can restore the neural equilibrium. Voiding diaries are very useful in documenting these changes.